Make tracker fields rules to work with option label not only (hidden) option value

If I set a rule that check the content of a track field item link I can’t use the label of the option (displayed) and I need to indicate the value of the option (in the code).

IE:
<source value="5468">Paris</source>

Paris won’t work for the rules condition but "5468".
Comments

Jonny Bradley 05 Jun 21 15:45 GMT-0000
Yup, sorry B, it works on the value only so far.

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 06 Jun 21 07:03 GMT-0000
Thanks, modified the ticket.

Jonny Bradley 06 Jun 21 09:54 GMT-0000
Actually not so hard to add, would be some more conditions, like "label contains" and "label doesn't contain" ones...
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